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#1 
Susan Allen, Director, OurOcean, “Oceana is one of our member 

groups and many of us learned valuable lessons over the last four 
years working on marine reserves. I’m excited by the fact that there 

seems to be opportunities in which the fleet can inform the state 
discussion by supplying information, somewhere between individual 

boat harvest and what the state needs to make decisions regarding 
statewide planning goal 19. I know our coalition is looking forward to 

moving ahead thoughtfully and cooperatively on this issue.” 
 

#2 

Peter Huhtala, Commissioner of Clatsop County, “Our comments deal 
primarily with process. First, I would like to point out that we 

appreciate you coming to Astoria. I’m sensing that we need to think 
about additional ways to synthesize local input and help to bring public 

comment into this process. There are a lot of stakeholders who don’t 
realize that they need to be involved in this, real estate community, 

hospitality, property owners, etc. and we want to help garner their 
input. Further comment (see letter below). 

 



 



 



 
 



 



 
#3 
Brian Petersen, Commercial Fisherman, “Dungeness crab is Oregon’s 

highest value fishery and economically important to Oregon and the 
coastal area. As we saw from the presentation, the rocky areas are 

already going to be off limits from the wave energy sites under Goal 



19 and that leaves the sandy bottom in the Territorial Sea. And that is 

the area where we crab. I can tell you that the territorial sea is very 
small when comes to the amount of coast and I’d imagine that there 

has been a crab pot on every bit of sand at one point or another, and 
there probably will be again. It’s just that aggressive and it’s that 

important to the crab fisherman to find ground that hasn’t been fished. 
We can see some real conflicts with the wave energy farms and the 

local crab fisheries. And you realize that already with your port 
meetings and interactions with fisheries. I can’t imagine a wave 

energy farm where those devices are going to stay where they are 
placed. At one time or another, some of them are going to come 

ashore and there is going to be problems. Our ocean, on the Pacific is 
just savage at times and my crab gear strings blow up almost every 

year. Sometimes 200-300 pots will blow up and move 40-50 miles. 
What happens when the gear moves into a farm, because you can’t 

stop them from moving? How would we go about going in there and 

getting them? Would we be sued or what? We see some savage 
conditions on the coast. I know that if these wave energy farms come 

we are going to end up with some of these things ending up on the 
beach. And the 40 ton anchors that they want to deploy to hold these 

things down, what happens when the buoys go away or the project 
fails? These anchors are going to be there forever. I agree 100% that 

if you can incorporate wave energy into jetties, that would be a win-
win for everyone. Otherwise the wave energy farms are going to be a 

serious conflict with the crab fishermen.” 
 

#4 
Susan Allen, Director, OurOcean, TSPAC, “OurOcean is a statewide 

coalition working for sustainable and responsible ocean planning, 
including marine reserves. I think that the most important thing to 

focus on is what I saw happening on the revision of the TSP that led to 

chapter five. That was very educational and what ended up happening 
was that conservation groups and fishermen saw that we had more in 

common and ended up offering amendments together because of 
statewide planning goal 19. Our group is very excited to continue 

working on this deliberative process. I wanted to offer our ability to 
partner with the state and with other specific entities in data collection 

or obtaining additional information that better ensures that the state 
can look at all of the data necessary to provide a more comprehensive 

understanding of the territorial sea which is managed in the public 
trust. So we all share the responsibility for how it is managed and look 

forward to rolling up our sleeves to help. To ensure that both the 
territorial sea plan working groups and the territorial sea plan advisory 

committee move forward together, at key junctures it might make 



sense to co convene both planning bodies to make sure that we keep 

everyone together systematically as we digest this information. I 
would hate to see you move forward and have folks parachute in at 

the last minute raising questions about data. I would respectfully ask 
you consider that. There are many of us that would like to help this 

pre process. I am especially interested in how the data layers are 
going to be put together and synthesized and I look forward to 

learning with you. Thank you.” 
 

#5 
Rick Williams, OWET, Oregon citizen, career mariner, “I’m a founding 

board member of the Oregon Wave Energy Trust. About 5 years ago 
the Oregon Economic Development Department, through the Oregon  

Innovation Council put out a call for emerging industries. There were 
some 21 submissions, through an exhaustive competitive process 

looking at existing industries, emerging industries, and research 

initiatives, called Signature Research Centers. Wave energy was 
competitively selected as Oregon’s most promising emerging industry. 

Both for the resource but also for job development. The wave resource 
in Oregon is very good; the grid 430 mega watts of excess capacity 

and the loads are along the coast. One of the transmission problems in 
Oregon is that the generation is on the east side of the Cascades and a 

lot of the load is on the West side, creating a transmission imbalance. 
It turned out that wave energy in theory is a good emerging industry. 

So the Oregon Wave Energy Trust was formed as a public private 
partnership, and our mission is responsible development of wave 

energy. Recently in a unanimous board meeting, we confirmed that we 
support the territorial sea planning process and we look forward to 

participating. OWET formed an industry advisory group to provide a 
one stop shop for wave energy developers. OWET funded part of the 

effort to get the fishermen’s input into this process through the fishing 

intensity mapping and we are very pleased with how that is 
progressing. We also recently authorized to have an equivalent effort 

to evaluate the wave energy industry needs. There are a wide range of 
devices and many of them have different needs, but in the industry we 

think that there are some shared needs that we can articulate. As a 
chair of the Industry Advisory group for OWET, we all realize we all 

have a lot to learn. There are information gaps about how small 
devices and small arrays are going to work and we fully support the 

phased development that is written into TSP chapter 5. As far as 
shared needs, all of the industry members are going to need access for 

offshore support vessels, 20-23’ draft, so we all need to be close to 
deepwater ports, to keep jobs in Oregon. Particularly, during the early 

stages when there is no revenue. This is an early stage industry. We 



all need to be close to an accessible grid connection, if it’s on top of a 

cliff that’s a problem. Also, we are looking forward to working with 
fishermen and we are bringing in machines that have been proven in 

Europe in very extreme wave conditions and these machines have 
proved themselves to stay in place in rough seas. Finally as a citizen, 

Oregon has come out against nuclear, oil and gas, and coal; I think we 
need to figure out what we are for. To date, renewable energy has 

been something that we are for. Wave energy is less intermittent than 
wind and it’s dispatchable and approach base load power. So this is a 

very viable technology to provide our energy needs as long as we do it 
in responsible manner.” 

 


